ALTERNATIVE/PRIVATE
LOAN REVISION REQUEST
Select application year: 2017-2018 ( )

Student Name

2018-2019 ( )

Student ID#

Please check the appropriate loan revision you would like reviewed and sign this form in ink. Loan adjustments are
made on an individual basis depending on your current loan status. Revisions should be requested for the full year
or for your enrollment period if less than a full year. Term by term adjustments are not recommended, as few loan
revisions as possible should be made. This form is for alternative loans only. If you are seeking to revise a Ford
Direct subsidized or unsubsidized student loan please submit the Student Loan Revision form. ***IMPORTANT:
You cannot request cancellation of funds that have already been disbursed. If you were/are not
enrolled for the term in which funds are disbursed, the funds will be automatically returned to your
lender.***

 Decrease my loan by $__________ for a total of $__________ accepted for the year,
OR cancel my unpaid disbursement for (check all that apply): SUMMER ( ) FALL ( ) WINTER ( ) SPRING ( )

 Increase my loan by $__________ for a total of $__________ accepted for the year, OR increase to maximum ( ).

*Note that loans cannot be increased for more than the initial approved amount and cannot exceed your current Cost of
Attendance.

 Reallocate $___________ (up to max) loan eligibility for my study abroad term. (list term abroad: ______________)
 Reallocate $____________ from _________ term to __________ term. Note that your request cannot exceed the term’s Cost
of Attendance.

 Cancel my workstudy – replace it with student loan funds if I have eligibility: Yes ( ) No ( )
Additional Comments:

I understand the loan changes I have requested and I will be responsible to meet the terms of the loan in addition to
meeting any financial obligations to the university that may arise due to my specific request. Please sign this form in
ink. We are unable to accept e-signed documents.

Signature

Date
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